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TRACKLIST:
A1: Martin Huergo & Andres Oddone – Suleika (Original Mix) – 7:39
A2: Martin Huergo & Andres Oddone – Sherezada (Original Mix) – 7:06
B1: Martin Huergo & Andres Oddone - Suleika (Pier Bucci Remix) – 11:19
Digital Exclusive: Martin Huergo & Andres Oddone – Gaitas (Original Mix) – 6:45
Dilek Records is presenting its seventh reference and introduces two talented and highly
qualified artists coming straight from the province of Cordoba in Argentina; we’re talking
about Martin Huergo and Andres Oddone.
This multi ethnic release also includes a remix of the well known Chilean artist Pier Bucci,
who participated in this new work full of intense feelings, like everything we do at Dilek.

Martin and Andres are producing together since many years, and they seem to have
found this special something that makes them choose the perfect balance for their
productions. It’s a mix of mystical sounds all coming from foreign cultures and different
influences. Every one of these tracks have to be listened carefully because these sounds
are definitely not more of the same stuff, they have that certain something, they’re classy
and yet contending.
The first track is “Suleika”, a blend of Asiatic sounds and vocals, slowly building up into
this fantastic slightly tribal atmosphere, ready to transport you. This one could also be
ideal for warm ups and is always a total success on the dance floor.
After that comes “Sherezada”, with its oriental touch coming straight from the stories of
the thousand nights and a night, full of magic and totally indicated for the closing of a
set. Especially made to crash everything, and make everyone’s mind travel far away.
Finally it’s time for “Suleika” remixed by Pier Bucci, and this one is quite different from
his actual productions. He adds a more organic touch to this EP, and his version could be
ideal for the middle of a set. His work is of astonishing quality and will surprise you in all
senses.
The digital exclusive also includes “Gaitas”, a very efficient track for after hours. Hypnotic
and deep, it offers you a flying melody, and a bass that enters in the middle of this track,
completing this work in a very subtle way. It’s also influenced by the transporting sound
of the Irish bagpipes and promises to offer you something very special like the rest of this
EP.
Once again, we had the chance to offer you a complete work delivered by talented
artists sharing their passion for music and this industry, letting you know that this is only
the beginning of a long story.
Thanks for your support, enjoy this one and stay tuned until the next one…
With love,
Your Dilek Crew
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